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Executive Summary 
 

As part of the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance’s long-term monitoring and tracking 

(LTMT) efforts on commercial building commissioning, Cadmus collected data on 

commissioning market activities and trends in the Northwest for 2015. 

 

The commissioning population in the Northwest grew substantially in 2015 at the provider and 

firm levels because of out-of-region providers and new firms entering the market. Cadmus found 

137 certified and 137 uncertified commissioning providers, for a total of 274 commissioning 

professionals. Part of the explanation for the larger population may be attributable to the 

inclusion of California-based providers in this year’s study; in the previous year’s study, 

surveyed providers indicated California firms working in the Northwest, therefore Cadmus 

included the state in this year’s study. New firms entering the commissioning market may be 

another explanation, as indicated by the study’s surveyed providers.  

 

Through an online survey of 39 commissioning providers and Dodge and Commercial Building 

Stock Assessment data, Cadmus estimated the following for new and existing building 

commissioning: 

 

 Market size in square feet, 

 Market activity (area of commissioned space), and 

 Market penetration as a percentage. 

 

Table 1 provides the 2015 estimates for new building commissioning (Cx). The Northwest’s new 

building market size grew slightly in 2015 and Cx market penetration remained the same. Still, 

surveyed providers predict that commissioning activity will grow over the next five years, 

primarily driven by codes. Washington and Oregon continue to show higher Cx market 

penetration rates than Idaho and Montana, which is in line with surveyed providers’ state-level 

prediction trends for commissioning activity growth. Notably, Oregon had a very high Cx market 

penetration rate compared to the other three states; Oregon’s new building market size 

(commercial new construction) decreased from 2014 to 2015 while its Cx activity increased, 

explaining the high market penetration. 

 
Table 1. 2015 LTMT Estimates for New Building Commissioning 

State 
Commissioned Space  

(sq. ft.) 

Commercial New 

Construction Floor Area 

(sq. ft.) 

Market 

Penetration 

Idaho 1,971,336 5,626,275 35% 

Montana 768,214 2,556,625 30% 

Oregon 9,421,714 12,600,125 75% 

Washington 14,344,043 33,363,025 43% 

Total 26,505,308 54,146,050 49% 

Sources: Dodge; online survey with commissioning providers. 

 

Table 2 provides the existing building commissioning estimates specified by the three 

commissioning types: retrocommissioning (RCx), recommissioning (ReCx), and ongoing 
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commissioning (OCx). The Northwest’s existing building market size also grew slightly in 2015; 

however, market penetration for all three types of existing building commissioning types 

decreased from 2014. At the state level, only Oregon showed an increase in existing building 

commissioning market penetration for RCx and ReCx. The emergence of a new firm in the 

market may explain Oregon’s high existing building commissioning activity; this firm reported 

very high commissioning activity square footage values for 2015 and was later determined to 

have recently entered the market. 
 

Table 2. 2015 LTMT Estimates for Existing Building Commissioning 

 

State 
Commissioned Space         

(sq. ft.) 

Commercial Existing 

Building Floor Area  

(sq. ft.) 

Market 

Penetration  

 Idaho 449,365 279,993,579 0.16% 

 Montana 1,922,118 242,774,686 0.79% 

Retrocommissioning Oregon 14,787,244 910,569,540 1.62% 

 Washington 8,838,009 1,575,691,205 0.56% 

 Total 25,996,736 3,009,029,010 0.86% 

 Idaho 0 279,993,579 0.00% 

 Montana 313,820 242,774,686 0.13% 

Recommissioning Oregon 6,025,351 910,569,540 0.66% 

 Washington 2,160,289 1,575,691,205 0.14% 

 Total 8,499,461 3,009,029,010 0.28% 

 Idaho 10,714 279,993,579 0.00% 

 Montana 321,429 242,774,686 0.13% 

Ongoing commissioning Oregon 1,114,286 910,569,540 0.12% 

 Washington 771,429 1,575,691,205 0.05% 

 Total 2,217,857 3,009,029,010 0.07% 

 Overall Total 36,714,054 3,009,029,010 1.22% 

Sources: CBSA; online survey. 

 

Cadmus estimates the baseline market share—the percentage of commissioned square footage 

that would have occurred without Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance and utility 

intervention—at 52% for new building commissioning and 62% for existing building 

commissioning in 2015.  

 

This study found evidence that factors such as out-of-region providers, new firms, and code 

requirements play a role in driving the commissioning market. For future LTMT research, 

Cadmus recommends adding a question in the survey about when firms first entered the 

commissioning market. Recording the firm’s date of market entry and counting the annual 

number of new firms may add to the understanding of changes in commissioning activity.  

 

Furthermore, Cadmus discovered in this year’s study that about 4% of the commissioned floor 

space in 2015 for Cx, 14% of RCx, and 1% of ReCx comprised industrial and manufacturing 

buildings. The building sector distinction became important in this year’s study because NEEA’s 
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initiative to transform the Northwest’ commissioning market focused on commercial buildings. 

This discovery of noncommercial building square footage led to adjusting the surveyed 

providers’ reported square-footage values for existing building commissioning. Past LTMT 

studies assumed that all commissioned floor space reported by surveyed providers consisted of 

commercial buildings. Cadmus, therefore, recommends reviewing commissioning data of 

commercial, industrial, and manufacturing sectors in future LTMT research. Based on the 

review, appropriate improvements can be made to arrive at more accurate market activity 

estimates. 
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1 Introduction 
 

From 1998 to 2004, the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) administered an 

initiative to transform the building commissioning market in the Pacific Northwest. NEEA’s goal 

was to make commissioning standard practice in public buildings and to create a standardized 

professional certification body for commissioning providers. Through the initiative, NEEA 

supported the adoption of state and local commissioning policies in public buildings, and created 

and fostered the Building Commissioning Association (BCA). To assess the outcomes of the 

initiative, NEEA began tracking market activities and trends related to commissioning in 2005 

through its long-term monitoring and tracking (LTMT) efforts. Past LTMT efforts included 

primary and secondary data collection activities on market characterization, commissioning 

providers, and policy.  

 

NEEA uses the data collected from the LTMT efforts to review and update the key assumptions 

that underlie the Alliance Cost Effectiveness (ACE) Model for commissioning. NEEA selected 

Cadmus to update the 2015 square-footage estimates of new building commissioning (Cx), 

retrocommissioning (RCx), recommissioning (ReCx), and ongoing commissioning (OCx) space 

in the Northwest. Cadmus collected and reviewed the 2015 commissioning activity data for the 

ACE Model (shown in Table 3). As part of the 2015 LTMT effort, Cadmus also calculated the 

baseline market share for new building commissioning and existing building commissioning in 

2015, and projected the baseline market share for the next 10 years. 

 
Table 3. LTMT Data Collection Objectives 

Objective Description 

Number of commissioning providers Estimated number of certified and uncertified commissioning providers 

in the Northwest by state; estimated number of out-of-region providers 

serving the Northwest 

Market size Estimated square feet of new and existing building space in 2015 by 

state 

Market penetration Estimated square feet of Cx, RCx, ReCx, and OCx activity in 2015 by 

state (expressed as a percentage when divided by market size) 

Baseline market share Estimated Cx baseline market share and existing building 

commissioning (RCx, ReCx, and OCx) baseline market share from 2015 

to 2025 

Notes: Baseline market share is the percentage of commissioned square footage that would have occurred without 

NEEA and utility intervention. 
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2 Methodology 
 

Table 4 provides a summary of the methodology for each of NEEA’s four objectives. The next 

two sections describe the methodology for the online survey and baseline market share. In later 

sections of this report, Cadmus discusses detailed steps taken to arrive at the 2015 estimates. 

 
Table 4. Data Collection Methodology 

Objectives  Task Population 
Target 

Sample Size 

Achieved 

Sample Size 
Data Source for Task 

Number of certified 

and uncertified 

commissioning 

providers by state 

Online 

survey for 

providers 

137 

certified; 

137 

uncertified 

50 39 

Number of certified 

professionals determined 

by review of certification 

bodies (see note);  

number of uncertified 

providers obtained from 

survey with 

commissioning providers  

Market size: square 

footage of new and 

existing buildings in 

2015 by state 

Secondary 

research 
N/A N/A N/A 

Dodge Report and 

Commercial Building 

Stock Assessment data 

provided by NEEA 

Market penetration: 

square footage of 

commissioned 

building space (new 

and existing) in 2015 

by state divided by 

market size 

Online 

survey for 

providers 

75 firms 50 35 

Square-footage values 

obtained from certified 

commissioning providers 

who completed the online 

survey  

Baseline market 

share: percentage of 

new and existing 

building 

commissioned space 

without NEEA 

intervention, 2015–

2025 

Roundtable 

interviews; 

secondary 

research; 

online 

survey for 

providers 

N/A N/A N/A 

Historical accounts from 

NEEA staff; U.S. Dept. of 

Energy and state 

government websites; 

providers’ survey 

responses  

Notes: Sample size meets 88% confidence with 12% precision. Population and sample refer to individual providers, 

not firms. Population based on professionals certified with one or more of the following: BCA, AABC 

Commissioning Group (ACG), American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers 

(ASHRAE), Associations of Energy Engineers (AEE), and the National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB).  

  

2.1 Online Survey 
 

Cadmus used an online survey, designed and administered through the Qualtrics platform, to 

collect square-footage values of commissioning activity. Appendix 7.2 contains the online 

survey instrument. Cadmus contacted a census of the commissioning provider population, 

targeting 50 completed surveys. To construct the population, Cadmus used the list of 

commissioning providers generated from the previous commissioning study, and updated the 

Internet research conducted from the previous study to identify new professionals (certified 

during the past year or recently moved to the Northwest). New to this study, Cadmus included 
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California-based providers to investigate whether their firms serviced the Northwest in 2015. 

California providers who reported not servicing the Northwest screened out of the survey and 

Cadmus did not count them in the final population. Altogether, 39 providers completed the 

survey, 37 in the Northwest and two in California. 

 

2.2 Methodology for Baseline Market Share 
 

Out of the total commissioned space in the Northwest (the denominator), baseline market share 

is the percentage of commissioned space that would have occurred without NEEA and utility 

intervention. Hence, the baseline market share represents what the Northwest commissioning 

market looks like without NEEA and utility intervention. To calculate the baseline market share 

for new building commissioning and existing building commissioning, Cadmus used a similar 

methodology to the 2014 study, which relied on historical accounts of NEEA’s activities within 

the Commissioning and Public Buildings Initiatives. The historical accounts helped to develop an 

influence rating scale, and Cadmus used this rating scale to derive the baseline market share. 

 

This year, Cadmus expanded and improved upon this method in two ways. First, Cadmus 

conducted two roundtable interviews with core NEEA personnel (including one previous 

employee) to fully explore and gather details on all aspects of the initiative’s historical activities 

and document key achievements and areas of influence on the market in the Northwest. Second, 

Cadmus used survey data from the providers to assess the importance of various market drivers 

of the commissioning market. Cadmus used inputs from both activities to inform the baseline 

market share. 

 

2.2.1 Roundtables 
 

After two roundtable interviews with NEEA staff familiar with the Commissioning Initiative, 

NEEA and Cadmus identified the following market drivers: 

 

 Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED);  

 Utility programs and incentives; 

 Trade associations (such as BCA, AABC Commissioning Group [ACG], and American 

Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers [ASHRAE]) that 

publish guidelines, offer education, and legitimize the practice through professional 

certifications; 

 Public policies, procurement policies, and government buildings; 

 Code requirements;1 and 

 Overall awareness of the benefits of commissioning among building owners and 

decision-makers. 

                                                 
1 Code requirements did not apply to existing building commissioning; therefore, they were not considered in the 

analysis of existing buildings.  
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Next, Cadmus synthesized the information gathered from the roundtable interviews for each of 

the aforementioned market drivers. Cadmus rated the influence of the initiative on a scale of zero 

to 10, where zero meant NEEA had no influence and 10 meant that the initiative was extremely 

influential. Three Cadmus staff independently reviewed the data and provided individual ratings. 

The Cadmus staff discussed any disparate ratings to reach a consensus. Finally, Cadmus 

calculated an average influence score of the three individual inputs for each of the drivers. Note 

that Cadmus’ ratings considered the present-day influence, that is, the influence that NEEA had 

on 2015 commissioning activity in the Northwest market. These present-day ratings required 

careful treatment of historical activities and a thoughtful approach to how indirect influence may 

be persisting in the region, despite the fact that the initiative is no longer active. 

  

2.2.2 Online Survey 
 

In the online survey, Cadmus asked providers two questions about market drivers and the 

importance of these drivers on the commissioning market.2 For both new building and existing 

building commissioning, respondents rated the importance of the following factors using a scale 

of one to five, where one meant “very important” and five meant “not important at all.” The 

online survey randomized the list of market drivers to reduce any order effects. Cadmus 

calculated the average ratings for each driver and then assigned a weight to each driver based on 

its relative importance compared to others.  

 

2.2.3 Calculating the Baseline Market Share 
 

Cadmus used the information provided by the survey respondents to calculate a weighted 

average influence ranking for new building commissioning and existing building commissioning. 

The baseline market share represents the natural commissioning activity occurring in the 

marketplace. The baseline market share is “BM” and calculated as follows: 

  
Equation 1. Baseline Market Share 

 

BM = 1- ((TL*XL) + (TPP* XPP) + (TTA*XTA) + (TUI*XUI) + (TC*XC) + (TA*XA)) 

 

Where  

 TL = proportion of NEEA’s influence on LEED; 

 TUI = proportion of NEEA’s influence on utility programs/incentives; 

 TTA = proportion of NEEA’s influence on trade associations (such as BCA, ACG, 

ASHRAE); 

 TPP = proportion of NEEA’s influence on public policies/procurement 

policies/government buildings; 

 TC = proportion of NEEA’s influence on code requirements for new buildings; 

                                                 
2 Cadmus identified market drivers in conjunction with NEEA staff.  
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 TA = proportion of NEEA’s influence on the benefits of commissioning among building 

owners;3 

 XL = relative importance of LEED; 

 XUI = relative importance of utility programs/incentives; 

 XTA = relative importance of trade associations (such as BCA, ACG, ASHRAE);  

 XPP = relative importance of public policies/procurement policies/government buildings; 

 XC = relative importance of code requirements; and 

 XA = relative importance of awareness of the benefits of commissioning among building 

owners.4 

                                                 
3 TL-TA sourced the roundtable interviews and Cadmus ratings. 
4 XL-XA sourced the online survey’s responses to the market driver questions (n = 39). 
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3 Findings 
 

In this section, Cadmus presents the results of the four research objectives shown in Table 3. 

 

3.1  Number of Commissioning Providers 
 

For 2015, Cadmus found 137 certified and 137 uncertified commissioning providers servicing 

the Northwest, for a total of 274 commissioning professionals. New to this study, the total 

number of commissioning providers included three California providers who reported that their 

firm provided commissioning services in the Northwest in 2015.5 

 

3.1.1 Certified Providers 
The estimated population of certified commissioning providers servicing the Northwest in 2015 

was 137, representing 75 unique firms. This year, Cadmus included providers from California in 

the population estimation. Of the 137 providers and 75 unique firms, three California providers 

representing two California-based firms serviced the Northwest in 2015. 

 

To determine the certified provider and firm population estimations, Cadmus first conducted 

Internet research of commissioning certification organizations. Cadmus constructed the original 

population of certified commissioning providers in the Northwest and California using providers 

listed on the following commissioning certification organizations’ websites: 

 

 BCA, 

 ACG, 

 ASHRAE, 

 Association of Energy Engineers (AEE), and 

 National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB). 

After compiling an initial population of 483 providers, Cadmus completed three rounds of 

population refinement, as described below and shown in Table 5: 

 

 Removed 26 providers who, upon further review, were determined to be duplicate 

entries (they appeared multiple times in the population because they were certified 

through more than one organization);  

 Removed 138 providers who were invalid, meaning they did not have an e-mail address, 

had outdated employment information, were not a commissioning agent, or had opted 

out of last year’s study; and  

                                                 
5 Three California providers qualified to take the online survey, but only two of them completed the survey. Cadmus 

counted the third provider in the certified commissioning provider population because the individual reported that 

their firm serviced the Northwest in 2015. 
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 Removed 182 California providers based on their response to the screener question in the 

online survey, which asked whether their firm provided commissioning services in the 

Northwest in 2015.  

Table 5. Population of Certified Commissioning Providers by State 

State 

Original Population of 

Providers after 

Internet Research 

Population of 

Providers after 

Removing Duplicates 

Population of 

Providers after 

Removing Invalids 

Final Population after 

Online Survey 

Screener 

Idaho 11 11 11 11 

Montana 11 9 8 8 

Oregon 50 47 38 38 

Washington 103 96 77 77 

California 308 294 185 3 

Total 483 457 319 137 

Notes: Because California providers are out-of-region providers, Cadmus refined California’s provider population 

using the online survey screener question. Cadmus did not use the screener question to refine the Northwest’s 

provider population. The final population of 137 providers represents 75 unique firms. 

 

3.1.2 Uncertified Providers 
 

The estimated population of uncertified commissioning providers servicing the Northwest in 

2015 was 137. To find the number of uncertified providers, Cadmus used the data reported by 

providers in the online survey (n = 39). On average, survey respondents reported that 3.9 out of 

7.8 commissioning employees were certified, indicating that 50% of the commissioning provider 

population is certified. By assigning 50% as the proportion representing the 137 certified 

providers, Cadmus calculated the total number of commissioning providers in the population, 

and thus arrived at the number of uncertified providers by subtracting certified providers from 

the total. Table 6 shows the population of certified and uncertified providers. 

 
Table 6. Population of Certified and Uncertified Providers 

Population of Certified Providers Population of Uncertified Providers Total Population of Providers 

137 137 274 

50% 50% 100% 

Sources: Internet research; Q6. How many people does your firm employ who work on commissioning projects? 

(n = 39); Q7. Of this group, how many people hold individual professional commissioning certifications? Use 

your best guess. (n = 39) 

 

3.1.3 Commissioning Certification Type 
 

Out of the 39 providers who participated in the online survey, all but one held a commissioning 

certification. BCA (44%), ACG (31%), and NEBB (26%) emerged as the top three certification 

organizations. The proportion of providers holding a BCA certification decreased in 2015 from 

the 2014 survey, which reported 56%. On the other hand, the proportion of providers holding an 

ACG or NEBB certification increased in 2015, whereas the 2014 survey reported 26% and 21%, 

respectively. 
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Cadmus also asked providers about firm-level commissioning certifications. Just over half of the 

surveyed providers (54%) reported that their firm holds a commissioning certification. The 

proportion of firms holding a commissioning certification slightly increased in 2015 from the 

2014 survey, which reported 51%. Of the firms that hold a commissioning certification, 

respondents most frequently cited holding BCA’s (57%) and NEBB’s Building Systems 

Commissioning (33%) certifications.  

 

3.2  Market Size 
 

NEEA measures market penetration of new and existing building commissioning activity using 

the total new and existing commercial building floor area by state. New commercial building 

square footage is the source for Cx market size. Existing commercial building square footage is 

the source for RCx, ReCx, and OCx market size. 

 

As in previous years, Cadmus used the same data source to determine the market size of new 

commercial building space. To determine new building commercial space in each state, NEEA 

provided Cadmus new construction square-footage estimates from Dodge Data and Analytics 

(Dodge) for 2014 and 2015. To be consistent with last year’s methods, Cadmus lagged the 

construction start data by nine months to account for the long duration between construction start 

and completion. For example, the 2015 new building square-footage estimate consists of 75% of 

the new construction starts’ square footage from 2014 and 25% from 2015. Cadmus adjusted this 

lagged value by removing the square footage of parking garages each year because these 

structures typically do not undergo commissioning. 

 

To determine the existing commercial building space in each state, NEEA provided Cadmus with 

the 2015 Northwest Commercial Building Stock Assessment (CBSA) data. CBSA data provide 

2015 annual square-footage estimates for each state. 

 

Table 7 shows the market size for new and existing commercial buildings. Both new and existing 

building market size in the Northwest grew in 2015 from 2014. Only Oregon’s new building 

market size contracted in 2015 by 9.7% from 2014, representing a slowdown in new commercial 

building construction. Appendix 7.1 shows historical market size by year.  

 
Table 7. 2015 Estimated Market Size by State  

State 
New Construction Floor 

Area (sq. ft.)  

Existing Building Floor 

Area (sq. ft.)  

Idaho 5,626,275 279,993,579 

Montana 2,556,625 242,774,686 

Oregon 12,600,125 910,569,540 

Washington 33,363,025 1,575,691,205 

Total 26,505,308 3,009,029,010 

Sources: Dodge; CBSA. 
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3.3 Square Footage of Demolitions 
 

NEEA requires estimates of demolished building space for the ACE Model. To calculate the 

square footage of demolished building space, Cadmus applied the previous study’s established 

demolition rate of 0.63% to 2015’s existing building square footage for each state. Table 8 

reports the square footage of demolished building space for 2015. 

 
Table 8. Demolished Square Footage 

State 
2015 Existing 

Building Sq. Ft. 
Demolition Rate Demolished Sq. Ft. 

Idaho 279,993,579 0.63% 1,763,960 

Montana 242,774,686 0.63% 1,529,481 

Oregon 910,569,540 0.63% 5,736,588 

Washington 1,575,691,205 0.63% 9,926,855 

Sources: CBSA; Cadmus, 2014. 

 

3.4 Market Penetration 
 

Cadmus determined commissioning market penetration by collecting commissioning firms’ 

estimates of the square feet of commissioning they completed in 2015 by state and 

commissioning type.  

 

Cadmus’ market penetration methodology involved the following steps: 

 

1. Collect commissioning square footage from providers through the online survey. 

2. Determine the firm population by state and commissioning type. 

3. Extrapolate the sample data collected to the firm population to arrive at total square feet 

of commissioned space. 

4. Calculate market penetration by state and commissioning type. 

 

3.4.1 Online Survey 
 

The online survey asked respondents to report the size (in square feet) of the Cx, RCx, ReCx, 

and OCx projects that their firm completed in 2015 for each state in the Northwest.6 New to this 

study, Cadmus invited providers from California to participate in the online survey. The survey 

included a screener question to only count square footage data from California providers who 

reported that their firms completed commissioning projects in the Northwest in 2015. 

 

Table 9 compares the provider and firm population and the number of completed online surveys. 

                                                 
6 The survey also gave an option for respondents to report zero square feet. 
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Table 9. Commissioning Provider and Firm Survey Sample 

Unit Population 
Number of Completed 

Surveys 

Provider 137 39 

Firm 75 35 

Sources: Internet research; online survey. 

 

As Table 9 illustrates, Cadmus found some overlap in firms that submitted square-footage data. 

Four firms submitted differing data whereby two respondents from the same firm reported 

different square-footage values. In these instances, Cadmus contacted the respondents by e-mail, 

inquired which values to use, and made adjustments according to respondents’ instructions.  

 

3.4.2 Firm Population by State and Commissioning Type 
 

Cadmus estimated that 75 unique firms with certified professionals performed commissioning in 

the Northwest in 2015. However, not all of the firms perform commissioning in each of the four 

states, and not all of the firms perform each of the four types of commissioning. This level of 

detail is necessary to extrapolate square-footage values obtained through the survey to the 

population and to generate total estimates of the square feet of commissioned space by state and 

type. 

 

Cadmus counted the number of firms who provided square-footage data for each state and 

commissioning type in the online survey (Table 10). Next, Cadmus calculated these counts as a 

percentage of the total sample (n = 35 firms). 

 
Table 10. Count and Percentage of Firms Responding to Online Survey by State and Commissioning Type 

State Cx Firms RCx Firms ReCx Firms OCx Firms 

 Count Percentage Count Percentage Count Percentage Count Percentage 

Idaho 6 17% 4 11% 0 0% 1 3% 

Montana 4 11% 2 6% 1 3% 1 3% 

Oregon 9 26% 8 23% 5 14% 2 6% 

Washington 20 57% 12 34% 7 20% 4 11% 

Notes: Respondents could submit data on more than one commissioning type and state; therefore, totals exceed the 

sample size; (n = 35 firms) 

 

To generate an estimate of the population of firms by state and commissioning type, Cadmus 

applied the percentages listed in Table 10 to the population of unique firms (n = 75). Table 11 

contains the final population of firms by state and commissioning type. 
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Table 11. Total Population of Firms by State and Commissioning Type 

State Cx Population RCx Population ReCx Population OCx Population 

Idaho 13 9 0 2 

Montana 9 4 2 2 

Oregon 19 17 11 4 

Washington 43 26 15 9 

Total 84 56 28 17 

 

3.4.3 Extrapolation of Sample Data to Population 
 

To extrapolate the sample square footage to the population of firms in each state and 

commissioning type, Cadmus applied the following formula: 

 
 Equation 2. Extrapolation 

𝑁𝐶𝑥𝑆𝑞𝐹𝑡s,t =
∑ 𝐶𝑥𝑆𝑞𝐹𝑡s,t𝑛
𝑓=1

𝑛s,t
× 𝑁s,t 

Where 

 s = State (ID, MT, OR, or WA); 

 t = Commissioning type (Cx, RCx, ReCx, or OCx); 

 f = Commissioning firm; 

 Ns,t = Number of firms in the population in state (s) and commissioning type (t) (from 

Table 11);  

 ns,t = Number of firms in the sample in state (s) and commissioning type (t) (from Table 

10);  

 CxSqFts,t = Commissioning square feet reported by firm (f) for state (s) and 

commissioning type (t); and 

 NCxSqFts,t  = Total commissioning square feet for state (s) and commissioning type (t). 

 

Table 12 shows the aggregated square-footage values reported in the online survey before 

extrapolation. 

Table 12. Survey Sample Square-Footage Values Before Extrapolation 

State Cx RCx ReCx OCx 

Idaho 919,957 301,000 0 5,000 

Montana 358,500 1,287,500 150,000 150,000 

Oregon 4,396,800 9,905,000 2,880,000 520,000 

Washington 6,693,887 5,920,000 1,032,576 360,000 

Total 12,369,144 17,413,500 4,062,576 1,035,000 
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3.4.4 Adjustments 
New to this year’s study, Cadmus included questions in the survey about the percentage of 

commissioned floor space from industrial and manufacturing buildings for each of the four types 

of commissioning. NEEA’s commissioning initiative worked to transform the commercial 

building market. Although the survey focused on commercial building commissioning, 

respondents may have counted industrial and manufacturing buildings in their reported 

commissioned square footage-values. As shown in Table 13, 4% of Cx square footage comprised 

industrial and manufacturing buildings, and 14% of RCx and 1% of ReCx square footage 

comprised industrial and manufacturing buildings.  

 
Table 13. 2015 Industrial and Manufacturing Commissioning Activity 

Commissioning 

Type 

Commissioned Space  

(sq. ft.) 

As A Percentage of Total 

Commissioned Space 
 

Cx 1,178,175 4%  

RCx 5,281,690 14%  

ReCx 96,161 1%  

OCx 0 0%  

Source: Online survey 

 

When averaged, the reporting of industrial and manufacturing square footage for existing 

building commissioning was higher than new building commissioning. As a result, NEEA and 

Cadmus decided to adjust the survey sample square-footage values for RCx and ReCx. The 

adjustment entailed subtracting the industrial and manufacturing square-footage values (Table 

13) from the survey sample square-footage values (Table 12); the adjustment only applied to 

RCx and ReCx. Table 14 shows the adjusted survey sample square-footage values for RCx and 

Table 15 shows the adjusted survey sample square-footage values for ReCx. 

 
Table 14. Adjusted Survey Sample RCx Square-Footage Values Before Extrapolation 

State 
Original Survey Sample 

RCx (sq. ft.) 

RCx Industrial & 

Manufacturing Subtracted 

Amount (sq. ft.) 

Adjusted Survey Sample 

RCx (sq. ft.) 

Idaho 301,000 91,296 209,704 

Montana 1,287,500 390,512 896,988 

Oregon 9,905,000 3,004,286 6,900,714 

Washington 5,920,000 1,795,596 4,124,404 

Total 17,413,500 5,281,690 12,131,810 
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Table 15. Adjusted Survey Sample ReCx Square-Footage Values Before Extrapolation 

State 
Original Survey Sample 

ReCx (sq. ft.) 

ReCx Industrial & 

Manufacturing Subtracted 

Amount (sq. ft.) 

Adjusted Survey Sample 

ReCx (sq. ft.) 

Idaho 0 0 0 

Montana 150,000 3,550 146,450 

Oregon 2,880,000 68,169 2,811,831 

Washington 1,032,576 24,441 1,008,135 

Total 4,062,576 96,161 3,966,415 

 

 

3.4.5 Market Penetration by State and Commissioning Type 
 

Cadmus calculated Cx market penetration by dividing Cx commissioning activity by new 

building market size. Table 16 shows the Cx market size, activity, and penetration by state. 

Cadmus sourced market size from Dodge, as discussed in Section 3.2. The Cx activity represents 

square-footage values that Cadmus calculated using the method and formula described in the 

previous sections. 

 
Table 16. New Building Commissioning Square Footage, Market Size, and Market Penetration 

State 
Commissioned Space  

(sq. ft.) 

Commercial New 

Construction Floor Area 

(sq. ft.) 

Market 

Penetration 

Idaho 1,971,336 5,626,275 35% 

Montana 768,214 2,556,625 30% 

Oregon 9,421,714 12,600,125 75% 

Washington 14,344,043 33,363,025 43% 

Total 26,505,308 54,146,050 49% 

 

In line with previous years’ results, Oregon and Washington showed higher Cx market 

penetration rates than Idaho and Montana in 2015. However, Oregon’s market penetration 

surpassed Washington by 32%, likely due to the decrease in Oregon’s new building market size. 

While Idaho, Montana, Washington’s new building market size all increased in 2015 from 2014, 

Oregon’s market size decreased by about 1.4 million square feet. 

 

Table 17 contains market size, activity and penetration for all types of existing building 

commissioning: RCx, ReCx, and OCx. For 2015, Oregon had the highest market activity in 

existing building commissioning, even surpassing Washington. In particular, Oregon showed 

unusually high RCx market activity. Cadmus looked into the original RCx square-footage values 

and found that two firms reported large RCx square-footage values for Oregon in 2015. Upon 

further investigation into these two firms, Cadmus found that one of these two firms was new to 

the commissioning market and the other was a long-standing firm. Therefore, rather than treating 

these two firms as outliers and not counting their square-footage values, NEEA and Cadmus 

decided to include the two firms to reflect these real-world market changes of emerging firms 

and project growth among existing firms. 
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For 2015, Oregon had the highest penetration rates for RCx and ReCx, and nearly tied as the 

highest for OCx with Montana. In 2014, Oregon had the highest penetration rates for ReCx and 

OCx, but not RCx. 

 
Table 17. 2015 Existing Building Commissioning Square Footage, Market Size, and Market Penetration 

 

State 
Commissioned Space         

(sq. ft.) 

Commercial Existing 

Building Floor Area  

(sq. ft.) 

Market 

Penetration  

 Idaho 449,365 279,993,579 0.16% 

 Montana 1,922,118 242,774,686 0.79% 

Retrocommissioning Oregon 14,787,244 910,569,540 1.62% 

 Washington 8,838,009 1,575,691,205 0.56% 

 Total 25,996,736 3,009,029,010 0.86% 

 Idaho 0 279,993,579 0.00% 

 Montana 313,820 242,774,686 0.13% 

Recommissioning Oregon 6,025,351 910,569,540 0.66% 

 Washington 2,160,289 1,575,691,205 0.14% 

 Total 8,499,461 3,009,029,010 0.28% 

 Idaho 10,714 279,993,579 0.00% 

 Montana 321,429 242,774,686 0.13% 

Ongoing commissioning Oregon 1,114,286 910,569,540 0.12% 

 Washington 771,429 1,575,691,205 0.05% 

 Total 2,217,857 3,009,029,010 0.07% 

 Overall Total 36,714,054 3,009,029,010 1.22% 

Sources: CBSA; online survey. 

 

 

3.5 Baseline Market Share 
 

Table 18 contains the estimated baseline market share for 2015. 

 
Table 18. Baseline Market Share 

Year 
New Building 

Commissioning 

Existing Building 

Commissioning 

2015 52% 62% 

 

Of the total 2015 new building commissioned floor space in the Northwest (the denominator), 

Cadmus determined the baseline market share in 2015 to be 52%. This means that 52% of the 

total new building commissioned space would have occurred without NEEA and utility 

intervention. Of the total 2015 existing building commissioned floor space in the Northwest (the 

denominator), 62% of this total would have occurred without NEEA and utility intervention. 

Figure 1 shows the historical baseline market share from 2006 to 2015. In general, baseline 

market share shows an increasing trend each year because NEEA has not actively engaged in 
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transforming the building commissioning market in the Northwest since 2004, the year when 

NEEA’s initiative ended. 

 

Figure 1. Historical Baseline Market Share 

 
Source: Cadmus, 2014 

 

NEEA also requested that Cadmus project the baseline market share for the next 10 years. To 

complete this analysis, Cadmus computed the average annual change in baseline share from 2006 

to 2015 and then applied that percentage of change moving forward. The average historical 

annual changes for the new building commissioning and existing building commissioning 

baselines are +5% and +6%, respectively . Applying these percentages on a forward-looking 

basis, Cadmus found that after 10 years, the baseline market share would approach 100% for 

new buildings and existing buildings (Figure 2). Annualizing an average to project the baseline 

market share over the next 10 years, as we are recommending, could yield overestimated or 

underestimated baseline market share values. For example, projecting the baseline market share 

using an S-curve model instead of an annualized average would yield different baseline market 

share values. Cadmus projected the baseline market share based on the best knowledge of the 

market available at this time; identifying additional critical market influencers not considered in 

this study may warrant an updated analysis. 
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Figure 2. Projected Baseline Market Share Over a 10-Year Horizon 

 
 

3.6 Comparison to Previous LTMT Market Estimates 
 

This section compares 2015 commissioning activity estimates to previous LTMT estimates. 

Appendix 7.1 contains tables for each commissioning type with 2012–2015 market estimates by 

state.  

 

3.6.1 New Building Commissioning (Cx) 
 

Figure 3 shows how new building market size and Cx market penetration have changed over 

time. Total new building market size grew slightly in 2015 from 2014, while Cx market 

penetration remained about the same.  

 
Figure 3. Historical New Building Market Size and Cx Penetration Estimates 

 
Sources: Cadmus, 2014; Cadmus, 2015. 
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From 2012 to 2014, Washington garnered the highest Cx market penetration rates in the 

Northwest, but in 2015, Oregon garnered the highest Cx penetration rate. Oregon’s penetration 

rate climbed from 52% in 2014 to 75% in 2015. Washington’s penetration rate declined from 

56% in 2014 to 43% in 2015. As mentioned earlier, Oregon’s new building market size 

(commercial new construction) decreased from 2014 to 2015 while its Cx activity increased, 

explaining the high market penetration.  

 

Idaho and Montana grew in new building market size in 2015, yet only Idaho saw an increase in 

Cx penetration. Idaho’s penetration rate climbed from 23% in 2014 to 35% in 2015 while 

Montana’s penetration rate declined from 39% in 2014 to 30% in 2015. This year’s study 

continued to show previous years’ trend of Idaho and Montana having lower Cx penetration rates 

than Washington and Oregon. This could suggest that the market for commissioning has not 

completely transformed in Idaho and Montana. 

 

3.6.2 Retrocommissioning (RCx) 
 

Figure 4 shows how Cadmus’ 2015 estimates for RCx square footage compared to previous 

LTMT estimates. When assessed in terms of square feet, RCx market activity in the Northwest 

decreased in 2015 by 19% from 2014. As shown in Table 20 in the Appendix 7.1, the 

Northwest’s overall RCx market penetration rate also showed a decrease, with a penetration rate 

of 1.08% in 2014 to 0.86% in 2015. At the state level, only Oregon saw an increase in the RCx 

penetration rate in 2015. New firms entering the market, such as the one firm noted earlier, 

provide a plausible explanation for Oregon’s RCx penetration increase. Additionally, Oregon’s 

contraction of the new building market size may have shifted firms to focus more on increasing 

existing building commissioning work. 

 
Figure 4. RCx Annual Square-Footage Growth 

 
Sources: Cadmus, 2014; Cadmus, 2015. 
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3.6.3 Recommissioning (ReCx) 
 

ReCx activity, as measured in square feet, decreased in 2015 by 23% from 2014. Figure 5 

compares the 2015 estimate of recommissioned space to past LTMT estimates. As shown in 

Table 21 in the Appendix 7.1, the Northwest’s overall ReCx market penetration rate also 

decreased from 0.37% in 2014 to 0.28% in 2015. Again, only Oregon saw an increase in the 

ReCx penetration rate in 2015, possibly reflecting the contraction of the state’s new building 

market size and firms shifting their business focus to existing building commissioning. 

 
 Figure 5. ReCx Annual Square-Footage Growth 

 
Sources: Cadmus, 2014; Cadmus, 2015. 

 

3.6.4 Ongoing Commissioning (OCx) 
 

Figure 6 compares OCx market activity over time. In 2015, OCx activity, as measured in square 

feet, decreased by 13% from 2014. As shown in Table 22 in the Appendix 7.1, the Northwest’s 

overall OCx market penetration rate also decreased from 0.09% in 2014 to 0.07% in 2015. 

Interestingly, OCx market penetration for Washington and Montana grew, while Oregon and 

Idaho declined. 

 
Figure 6. OCx Annual Square-Footage Growth 

 
Sources: Cadmus, 2014; Cadmus, 2015. 
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3.7  Market Trends 
 

3.7.1 Commissioning Service Offerings 
 

The proportion of firms providing the four types commissioning services in the Northwest 

market changed in 2015. As shown in Figure 7, 97% of 2015 and 2014 survey respondents 

reported that their firm provides Cx, but slightly fewer respondents reported that their firm 

provides RCx. Most noticeably, a smaller proportion of 2015 respondents reported that their firm 

provides ReCx and OCx.  

 
Figure 7. Types of Commissioning Services Firms Provide 

 
Sources: Cadmus, 2014 (n = 40); Cadmus, 2015 (n = 39); Cadmus, 2016 (n = 39), Q4. What types 

of commissioning services does your firm provide? 

Notes: Multiple responses allowed, percentages might add up to over 100%. 

 

New to the survey this year, Cadmus asked providers whether their firm provides commissioning 

as the main service or provides commissioning as one of many services. A large majority of 

respondents, 85% (n = 39), reported that their firm provides commissioning as one of many 

services. 

 

Cadmus further explored OCx practices in this year’s survey by asking providers about the types 

of building that undergo OCx and the frequency of conducting OCx. Of the seven respondents 

who conduct OCx, four reported conducting OCx on new buildings that had been commissioned 

during the final construction phase and three reported conducting OCx on existing buildings that 

had been retrocommissioned. Respondents varied on the frequency of conducting OCx from 

once a year, twice a year, three to four times a year, to continuously through automated systems. 
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3.7.2 Revenue 
 

Also new to the survey this year, Cadmus asked providers for their firm’s total new and existing 

building commissioning revenue in 2015. Of the 18 respondents who provided their firm’s 

revenue, respondents reported an average of $1.96 million per firm. Dividing this dollar amount 

by the respondents’ total reported square feet of commissioned space, firms made $1.08 per 

square foot. 

 

3.7.3 Market Growth Predictions 
 

Consistent with last year’s results, providers predict that their firm will conduct more new and 

existing building commissioning in the next five years for Washington and Oregon. For Idaho 

and Montana, providers generally predict that their firm will conduct the same amount of 

commissioning. Only three respondents predict a decrease. Out of the 30 respondents who 

predict an increase over the next five years, 27% cited codes as the top reason for predicting an 

increase. Figure 8 shows the proportion of providers’ commissioning growth predictions in the 

next five years. 

 
Figure 8. Providers’ Commissioning Growth Predictions 

 
Sources: Q34. In five years, do you predict your company will commission the 

same amount of square feet of building space as it did in 2015, more square feet, 

or less square feet? Consider all types of commissioning; (n = 38) 
 

3.7.4 LEED Projects 
 

The survey asked providers about the percentage of Cx projects completed as part of a new 

LEED building. In this case, relevant projects would include buildings certified with LEED for 

Building Design Construction (LEED BD+C) or LEED for Interior Design Construction 

(ID+C).7 On average, providers (n = 38) estimated that 48% of the Cx square footage they 

                                                 
7 LEED BD+C and ID+C are certifications focused on design and construction of a project that have two 

commissioning components: “Fundamental Cx” is a prerequisite for certification (so all projects must complete it) 

and “Enhanced Cx” is an optional credit. 
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completed in 2015 was commissioned as part of LEED certification. This estimate did not 

change much from last year’s study, which reported 46% (n = 35). 
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4 Conclusions 
 

The professional commissioning population in the Northwest grew substantially in 2015 at the 

provider level and firm level because of out-of-region providers and new in-region providers. 

Cadmus found 137 certified and 137 uncertified commissioning providers servicing the 

Northwest, for a total of 274 commissioning professionals. In the previous year, Cadmus found 

111 certified and 93 uncertified providers, for a total of 204 professionals. Part of the explanation 

for the larger population may be attributable to the inclusion of California-based providers in this 

year’s study. Another explanation may be new firms entering the commissioning market. 

 

The Northwest’s new building market size grew slightly in 2015 and Cx market penetration 

remained the same. Still, providers predict that commissioning activity will grow over the next 

five years, primarily driven by codes. Washington and Oregon continue to show higher Cx 

market penetration rates than Idaho and Montana, which is in line with providers’ state-level 

prediction trends for commissioning activity growth. 

 

The Northwest’s existing building market size also grew slightly in 2015; however, market 

penetration for all three types of existing building commissioning types decreased from 2014. At 

the state level, only Oregon showed an increase in existing building commissioning market 

penetration for RCx and ReCx. Specifically, a new firm entering the market and Oregon’s 

contracted new building market size may have driven the state’s existing building 

commissioning activity increase.   

 

Since 2013, Cadmus estimates that the baseline market share increased by 1%. Outside of NEEA 

and utility intervention, factors such as out-of-region providers, new firms, and codes appear to 

drive the commissioning market. 

 

NEEA’s commissioning initiative worked to transform the commercial building market. Cadmus 

discovered in this year’s study that 4% of the commissioned floor space in 2015 for Cx, 14% of 

RCx, and 1% of ReCx comprised of industrial and manufacturing buildings. This discovery led 

to adjusting the surveyed providers’ reported square-footage values for existing building 

commissioning, specifically for RCx and ReCx. Past LTMT studies assumed that all 

commissioned floor space reported by surveyed providers consisted of only commercial 

buildings. 
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5 Future Research Recommendations 
 

Cadmus recommends reviewing commissioning data of commercial, industrial, and 

manufacturing sectors in future LTMT research. Based on the review, appropriate improvements 

can be made to arrive at more accurate market activity estimates. Another option may be to ask 

providers to report commissioning square footage by sector, though this option could prove to be 

difficult for some providers and could lower survey response rates. 

  

The commissioning study garnered positive feedback from participating providers. All of the 39 

providers who completed the survey indicated they are interested in participating in future 

research. Yet, the number of providers and unique firms completing the survey this year did not 

change from the previous year despite increasing the survey invitations through the inclusion of 

California-based providers. One firm contacted Cadmus during the survey fielding to ask about 

the specific data requested in the online survey. By notifying providers ahead of time about the 

survey opportunity and describing what data will be asked for in the survey, interested providers 

can gather the right information and have it ready when the survey launches. Such notifications 

may make it easier for providers to complete the survey as well as increase the number of 

respondents. 

 

New commissioning firms emerged in this year’s study and explained some of the state-level 

market activity changes. For future research, Cadmus recommends adding a question in the 

survey about when the provider’s firm first entered the commissioning market. Recording the 

firm’s date of market entry into the Northwest and counting the annual number of new firms may 

add to the understanding of changes in commissioning activity. Moreover, this year’s study 

included out-of-region providers from California. Future research should continue including out-

of-region providers. 

 

This year’s study continued to show previous years’ trend of Idaho and Montana having lower 

Cx penetration rates than Washington and Oregon. This could suggest that the market for 

commissioning has not completely transformed in Idaho and Montana. Therefore, Cadmus 

recommends investigating market barriers and other factors to help explain the low 

commissioning activity in these two states. Specifically, future surveys could include market 

barrier questions, and conducting interviews with state commissioning experts could reveal 

factors impeding on the commissioning market. Such an investigation can inform strategic ways 

to catalyze the commissioning market in Idaho and Montana should NEEA choose to re-engage. 
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7 Appendix  
 

7.1 Historical Data 
 

Table 19. Cx 2012–2015 Market Size, Activity, and Penetration Estimates  

State Year 

New Building 

Market Size  

(sq. ft.) 

Cx Activity  

(sq. ft.) 

Market 

Penetration 

Idaho 2015 5,626,275 1,971,336 35% 

Idaho 2014 3,756,200 856,308 23% 

Idaho 2013 2,659,925 376,000 14% 

Idaho 2012 3,348,850 385,755 12% 

Montana 2015 2,556,625 768,214 30% 

Montana 2014 2,060,825 794,779 39% 

Montana 2013 1,401,725 499,021 36% 

Montana 2012 995,300 576,183 58% 

Oregon 2015 12,600,125 9,421,714 75% 

Oregon 2014 13,959,850 7,199,634 52% 

Oregon 2013 5,842,325 3,192,334 55% 

Oregon 2012 6,498,525 2,918,564 45% 

Washington 2015 33,363,025 14,344,043 43% 

Washington 2014 30,041,975 16,950,747 56% 

Washington 2013 10,763,625 7,562,522 70% 

Washington 2012 12,227,350 8,617,914 70% 

Total 2015 54,146,050 26,505,308 49% 

Total 2014 49,818,850 25,801,468 52% 

Total 2013 20,667,600 11,629,876 56% 

Total 2012 23,070,025 12,498,416 54% 

Sources: Dodge; Cadmus, 2014; Cadmus, 2015. 
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Table 20. RCx 2012–2015 Market Size, Activity, and Penetration Estimates  

State Year 

Existing 

Building Market 

Size 

(sq. ft.)  

RCx Activity 

(sq. ft.) 

Market 

Penetration 

Idaho 2015 279,993,579 449,365 0.16% 

Idaho 2014 277,520,204 1,310,676 0.47% 

Idaho 2013 251,819,745 231,000 0.09% 

Idaho 2012 250,628,640 513,333 0.20% 

Montana 2015 242,774,686 1,922,118 0.79% 

Montana 2014 241,278,586 2,895,373 1.20% 

Montana 2013 73,404,096 1,256,700 1.71% 

Montana 2012 73,726,888 621,000 0.84% 

Oregon 2015 910,569,540 14,787,244 1.62% 

Oregon 2014 902,390,465 8,041,145 0.89% 

Oregon 2013 700,587,203 5,490,747 0.78% 

Oregon 2012 698,772,815 9,682,095 1.39% 

Washington 2015 1,575,691,205 8,838,009 0.56% 

Washington 2014 1,558,742,105 19,810,255 1.27% 

Washington 2013 1,175,723,736 12,494,182 1.06% 

Washington 2012 1,168,381,594 7,606,938 0.65% 

Total 2015 3,009,029,010 25,996,736 0.86% 

Total 2014 2,979,931,360 32,057,449 1.08% 

Total 2013 2,201,534,780 19,472,629 0.88% 

Total 2012 2,191,509,936 18,423,367 0.84% 

Sources: CBSA; Cadmus, 2014; Cadmus, 2015. 
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Table 21. ReCx 2012–2015 Market Size, Activity, and Penetration Estimates 

State Year 

Existing 

Building Market 

Size 

(sq. ft.) 

ReCx Activity 

(sq. ft.) 

Market 

Penetration 

Idaho 2015 279,993,579 - 0.00% 

Idaho 2014 277,520,204 523,243 0.19% 

Idaho 2013 251,819,745 - 0.00% 

Idaho 2012 250,628,640 4,400 0.00% 

Montana 2015 242,774,686 313,820 0.13% 

Montana 2014 241,278,586 350,071 0.15% 

Montana 2013 73,404,096 - 0.00% 

Montana 2012 73,726,888 37,500 0.05% 

Oregon 2015 910,569,540 6,025,351 0.66% 

Oregon 2014 902,390,465 3,897,020 0.43% 

Oregon 2013 700,587,203 1,046,318 0.15% 

Oregon 2012 698,772,815 717,972 0.10% 

Washington 2015 1,575,691,205 2,160,289 0.14% 

Washington 2014 1,558,742,105 6,314,294 0.41% 

Washington 2013 1,175,723,736 3,825,000 0.33% 

Washington 2012 1,168,381,594 2,050,000 0.18% 

Total 2015 3,009,029,010 8,499,461 0.28% 

Total 2014 2,979,931,360 11,084,628 0.37% 

Total 2013 2,201,534,780 4,871,318 0.22% 

Total 2012 2,191,509,936 2,809,872 0.13% 

Sources: CBSA; Cadmus, 2014; Cadmus, 2015. 
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Table 22. OCx 2012–2015 Market Size, Activity, and Penetration Estimates 

State Year 

Existing 

Building Market 

Size 

(sq. ft.) 

OCx Activity 

(sq. ft.) 

Market 

Penetration 

Idaho 2015 279,993,579 10,714 0.00% 

Idaho 2014 277,520,204 246,947 0.09% 

Idaho 2013 251,819,745 - 0.00% 

Idaho 2012 250,628,640 - 0.00% 

Montana 2015 242,774,686 321,429 0.13% 

Montana 2014 241,278,586 86,171 0.04% 

Montana 2013 73,404,096 - 0.00% 

Montana 2012 73,726,888 - 0.00% 

Oregon 2015 910,569,540 1,114,286 0.12% 

Oregon 2014 902,390,465 1,766,511 0.20% 

Oregon 2013 700,587,203 1,806,000 0.26% 

Oregon 2012 698,772,815 1,806,000 0.26% 

Washington 2015 1,575,691,205 771,429 0.05% 

Washington 2014 1,558,742,105 458,271 0.03% 

Washington 2013 1,175,723,736 2,345,000 0.20% 

Washington 2012 1,168,381,594 2,171,400 0.19% 

Total 2015 3,009,029,010 2,217,857 0.07% 

Total 2014 2,979,931,360 2,557,901 0.09% 

Total 2013 2,201,534,780 4,151,000 0.19% 

Total 2012 2,191,509,936 3,977,400 0.18% 

Sources: CBSA; Cadmus, 2014; Cadmus, 2015. 
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7.2 Survey Instrument 
 

NEEA Commissioning LTMT Survey 

For Commissioning Service Providers 

December 2015 

 

B. Screener 

 

[DISPLAY NEEA LOGO] 

 

B0. In 2015, did your firm provide commissioning services in the Northwest (Washington, 

Oregon, Idaho, or Montana)? 

1. Yes [CONTINUE] 

2. No [TERMINATE] 

3. Don’t know [TERMINATE] 

[TERMINATION MESSAGE: “Only commissioning providers who have worked in the 

Northwest in 2015 are eligible for this study. Thank you for your interest. To learn more about 

NEEA, please visit www.neea.org”] 

[SURVEY CONTINUES IF B0=1] 

 

Welcome! The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) is conducting its annual study on 

new building and existing building commissioning markets. Your responses are very important 

to us and we will keep them confidential. Complete the survey by December 21, 2015 to receive 

a $150 Visa gift card. The survey will take you about 20 minutes.  

This survey saves your responses automatically and responses will be submitted when you 

complete the survey. You can return to the survey at any time by clicking on the survey link 

provided to you in the email. Please access the survey from the same device. 

More about this study: The survey will ask you to gather the square footage of your 

commissioning or retrocommissioning projects completed in 2015. The purpose of the research 

is to help NEEA understand more about the building commissioning industry and market trends. 

Your responses will remain confidential, we will aggregate them with others, and you will not be 

asked to report your clients’ names or information. 

 

[DISPLAY BEGIN SURVEY BUTTON] 

C. Introduction  

 

C1. Name:  

Firm Name:  

Job Title:  

Phone Number:  

 

C2. From which of the following do you hold a current commissioning certification? (Select 

all that apply) 

1. ACG (AABC Commissioning Group) 

2. AEE (Associations of Energy Engineers) 
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3. ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers) 

4. BCA (Building Commissioning Association) 

5. NEBB (National Environmental Balancing Bureau) 

6. TABB (Testing, Adjusting and Balancing Bureau) 

7. UWM (University of Wisconsin-Madison) 

8. Other, please specify  

9. None 

98. Don’t know 

 

D. About Your Firm 

[DISPLAY COMMISSIONING DEFINITION GRAPHIC WITH DESCRIPTIONS FROM D1] 

D1. What types of commissioning services does your firm provide? For the purposes of this 

study, please note the definitions of the various commissioning types above. (Select all 

that apply) 

1. New building commissioning (Cx is the process of commissioning new buildings during 

the construction phase.) 

2. Retrocommissioning (RCx is the commissioning of existing buildings that have not 

previously been commissioned.) 

3. Re-commissioning (ReCx is the commissioning of existing buildings that have previously 

been commissioned.) 

4. Ongoing/continuous commissioning (OCx, sometimes referred to as continuous 

commissioning, is the process of monitoring and fine-tuning commissioned buildings 

repeatedly over time). 

5. Other, please specify  

98. Don’t know 

 

D2. Which best describes your firm? 

1. My firm specializes in commissioning and that is the main service we offer. 

2. My firm provides commissioning as one of many services. 

98. Don’t know 

 

D3. How many people does your firm employ who work a significant amount of time on 

commissioning projects? Only count employees who spend at least 25% of their time on 

commissioning projects. 

 

D4. Of this group, how many people hold individual professional commissioning 

certifications? Use your best guess. 

 

D5. Does your firm hold any firm-level commissioning certifications? 

1. Yes 

2. No 

98. Don’t know 

 

[ASK IF D5=1] 

D6. Which firm-level commissioning certifications does your firm hold? (Select all that apply) 

1. BCA’s Certified Commissioning Firm 
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2. AEE’s Certified Building Commissioning Firm 

3. NEBB’s Building Systems Commissioning Firm 

4. Other, please specify  

98. Don’t know 

 

E. Project Square Footage 

In this section, we will ask you to enter square footage data for commissioning projects your firm 

completed in 2015. We are seeking data by state and by project type. If you do not have square-

footage data available now, please collect the information at your convenience and come back to 

this survey. Clicking on the survey link provided to you in the email will resume this survey. 

 

[ASK IF D1=1] 

E1. Please enter the total square footage of new building commissioning* projects your firm 

completed in 2015 for each state. Use whole numbers. Enter “0” if you did not complete 

projects in that state. 

*New building commissioning is the process of commissioning new buildings during the 

construction phase. 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

[ASK IF D1=1] 

E2. If any of the square footage you just entered for new building commissioning was 

estimated, help us understand how much variance there may be from the actual square feet. 

Please estimate how accurate the value that you provided is. [DROP DOWN SELECTION 

MENU WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus DK] [Note: If 

respondent enters “zero” in one of the states above, it will not show here.] 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

 

[ASK IF D1=1] 

E3. About what percentage of the new building commissioning projects were major 

renovations? 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

[ASK IF D1=1] 

E4. About what percentage of the total square footage of new building space your firm 

commissioned in 2015 were industrial or manufacturing facilities, if any? [DROP DOWN 

SELECTION MENU WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus DK] 
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[ASK IF D1=2] 

E5. Please enter the total square footage of retrocommissioning projects your firm completed in 

2015 for each state. Use whole numbers. Enter “0” if you did not complete projects in that 

state. 

*Retrocommissioning is the commissioning of existing buildings that have not previously 

been commissioned. 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

[ASK IF D1=2] 

E6. If any of the square footage you just entered for retrocommissioning was estimated, help us 

understand how much variance there may be from the actual square feet. Please estimate 

how accurate the value that you provided is. [DROP DOWN SELECTION MENU WITH 

RESPONSE CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus DK] [Note: If respondent enters 

“zero” in one of the states above, it will not show here.] 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

[ASK IF D1=2] 

E7. About what percentage of the total square footage of retrocommissioned space your firm 

completed were industrial or manufacturing facilities, if any? [DROP DOWN 

SELECTION MENU WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus 

DK] 

 

[ASK IF D1=3] 

E8. Please enter the total square footage for recommissioning projects your firm completed in 

2015 for each state. Use whole numbers. Enter “0” if you did not complete projects in 

that state. 

*Re-commissioning is the commissioning of existing buildings that have previously been 

commissioned. 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

[ASK IF D1=3] 

E9. If any of the square footage you just entered for recommissioning was estimated, help us 

understand how much variance there may be from the actual square feet. Please estimate 

how accurate the value that you provided is. [DROP DOWN SELECTION MENU 

WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus DK] [Note: If 

respondent enters “zero” in one of the states above, it will not show here.] 
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Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

[ASK IF D1=3] 

E10. About what percentage of the [TOTAL FROM E8] sq. ft. of recommissioned space your 

firm completed were industrial or manufacturing facilities, if any? [DROP DOWN 

SELECTION MENU WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus 

DK] 

 

[ASK IF D1=4] 

E11. Please enter the total square footage for ongoing/continuous commissioning projects your 

firm completed in 2015 for each state. Use whole numbers. Enter “0” if you did not 

complete projects in that state. 

*Ongoing commissioning, sometimes referred to as continuous commissioning, is the 

process of monitoring and fine-tuning commissioned buildings repeatedly over time. 

 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

[ASK IF D1=4] 

E12. If any of the square footage you just entered for ongoing/continuous commissioning was 

estimated, help us understand how much variance there may be from the actual square 

feet. Please estimate how accurate the value that you provided is. [DROP DOWN 

SELECTION MENU WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus 

DK] [Note: If respondent enters “zero” in one of the states above, it will not show here.] 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

 

[ASK IF D1=4] 

E13. About what percentage of the square footage of ongoing commissioned space your firm 

completed were industrial or manufacturing facilities, if any? [DROP DOWN 

SELECTION MENU WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus 

DK] 

 

[ASK IF D1=4] 

E14. For ongoing/continuous commissioning projects your firm completed in 2015, were these 

projects mostly for…  

1. New buildings that had been commissioned during the final construction phase, or 
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2. Existing buildings that had been retrocommissioned and are now undergoing continuous 

commissioning 

3. Both 

98. Don’t know 

 

[ASK IF D1=4] 

E15. On average, how often is ongoing/continuous commissioning conducted? 

1. Annually (once a year) 

2. Semi-annually (twice a year) 

3. Quarterly (three to four times a year) 

4. Continual through automated systems 

5. Other, please specify  

98. Don’t know 

 

F. Market Drivers 

F1. Using a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 means “extremely important” and 5 means “not at all 

important,” please rate the level of importance you believe the following factors have on 

the overall market for new building commissioning in the Northwest. [RANDOMIZE 

ORDER] [DROP DOWN SELECTION MENU WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 1-5, plus 

DK] 

A. LEED  

B. Utility programs/incentives 

C. Trade associations (such as BCA, ACG, ASHRAE) that publish guidelines, offer 

education, and legitimize the practice through professional certifications 

D. Public policies/procurement policies/government buildings 

E. Code requirements 

F. Overall awareness of the benefits of commissioning among building owners/decision-

makers 

 

F2. Are there any other drivers of new building commissioning in the Northwest? These 

other drivers can be minor or major. 

1. Yes, please specify:  

2. No 

98. Don’t know 

 

[ASK IF F2=1] 

F3. Using a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 means “extremely important” and 5 means “not at all 

important,” please rate the level of importance this other driver has on your firm’s new 

building commissioning business. 

 

F4. Using a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 means “extremely important” and 5 means “not at all 

important,” please rate the level of importance you believe the following factors have on 

the overall market for existing building commissioning in the Northwest. [RANDOMIZE 

ORDER] [DROP DOWN SELECTION MENU WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 1-5, plus 

DK] 

A. LEED  
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B. Utility programs/incentives 

C. Trade associations (such as BCA, ACG, ASHRAE) that publish guidelines, offer 

education, and legitimize the practice through professional certifications 

D. Public policies/procurement policies/government buildings 

E. Overall awareness of the benefits of retrocommissioning or recommissioning among 

building owners/decision-makers 

 

 

F5. Are there any other drivers of existing building commissioning in the Northwest? These 

other drivers can be minor or major. 

1. Yes, please specify  

2. No 

98. Don’t know 

 

[ASK IF F5=1] 

F6. Using a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 means “extremely important” and 5 means “not at all 

important,” please rate the level of importance this other driver has on your firm’s 

existing building commissioning business. 

 

G. Market Trends 

This is the final section of the survey. Please continue to the end to enter your address to receive 

a gift card.  

 

[ASK IF D1=1] 

G1. Using your best estimate, about what percentage of your firm’s new building 

commissioning projects were conducted as part of LEED BD+C certification? Please 

estimate as a percentage of total square feet. [DROP DOWN SELECTION MENU 

WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus DK] 

 

[ASK IF D1=1]  

G2. For 2015, what is your estimate of the percent of all new building square footage that was 

commissioned in the Northwest? Consider not just your firm’s projects but all square 

footage. Use your best guess. [DROP DOWN SELECTION MENU WITH RESPONSE 

CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus DK] 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

[ASK IF D1=2]  

G3. For 2015, what is your estimate of the percent of all existing building square footage that 

was retrocommissioned in the Northwest? Consider not just your firm’s projects but all 

square footage. Use your best guess. [DROP DOWN SELECTION MENU WITH 

RESPONSE CHOICES: 0-100%, in 5% increments, plus DK] 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 
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Montana 

 

G4. In 5 years, do you predict your company will commission the same amount of square feet 

of building space as it did in 2015, more square feet, or less square feet? Consider all 

types of commissioning. [MATRIX TABLE WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: LESS 

SQUARE FEET, SAME AMOUNT OF SQUARE FEET, AND MORE SQUARE 

FEET] 

Washington 

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

[ASK IF ANY FROM G4= “less”] 

G5. For the following state(s), you predicted that your company will commission fewer 

square feet of building space in 5 years than 2015. By what percentage do you predict the 

decrease will be? [DROP DOWN SELECTION MENU WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 

5-100%, in 5% increments, plus DK] [Note that only the states that were indicated as 

“less” in G4 will be displayed.] 

Washington  

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

 

[ASK IF ANY FROM G4= “less”] 

G6. For which type of building are you predicting a decrease in commissioning? 

1. New buildings 

2. Existing buildings 

3. Both  

98. Don’t know 

 

[ASK IF ANY FROM G4= “less”] 

G7. Is there any particular reason why you are predicting this decrease? [OPEN END] 

 

[ASK IF ANY FROM G4= “more”] 

G8. For the following state(s), you predicted that your company will commission more square 

feet of building space in 5 years than 2015. By what percentage do you predict the 

increase will be? [DROP DOWN SELECTION MENU WITH RESPONSE CHOICES: 

5-100%, in 5% increments, plus DK] [Note that only the states that were indicated as 

“more” in G4 will be displayed.] 

Washington  

Oregon 

Idaho 

Montana 

 

[ASK IF ANY FROM G4= “more”] 
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G9. For which type of building are you predicting an increase in commissioning? 

1. New buildings 

2. Existing buildings 

3. Both 

98. Don’t know 

 

 

[ASK IF ANY FROM G4= “more”] 

G10. Is there any particular reason why you are predicting this increase? [OPEN END] 

 

G11. In 2015, what was your company’s total commissioning revenue in dollars? Please 

consider new and existing building commissioning.  

1. Prefer not to specify 

98. Don’t know 

 

H. Thank You! 

 

H1. Please provide your mailing address to receive the $150 Visa gift card. 

Name  

Street Address 

City 

State 

Zip Code 

 

H2. Are you interested in being contacted for future annual research on this topic? 

Participants are eligible for a $150 gift card for each year of data they provide. 

Yes 

No 

 

[END OF SURVEY SCRIPT] Your responses have been submitted. Thank you for participating. 

Your gift card will be mailed out in a few weeks. Please be on the lookout for a business-size 

envelope from CADMUS. To learn more about NEEA, please visit www.neea.org 




